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For the past 50 years NATO has March. The treaty offers nothing conserved as an alliance. The primary aim crete to Russia but at the same time
of this alliance between the United sends word to the Kremlin that coopStates and the states of Western Eu- eration is possible.
rope has been to both contain Soviet Next, NATO needs to partially reexpansion and to balance it: balance tool itself to become a peace keeping
being achieved by adding the United force in Europe. The United Nations
States ' immense military power to the just cannot do the job. Only NATO
modest power of the Western Euro- was able to stop the blood shed in the

pean states. Membership in NATO former Yugoslavia. Only NATO can

has changed little since its creation , prevent Turkey and Greece and other
amI for decades the arrangement has European rivals from slugging it ou!.
worked well - so well that the USSR A Europe at peace is in the interest of
the majority of the states that compose
Obviously, victory over what NATO. Provided NATO keeps a large
rapid deployment force in the EuroReagan called " the evil empire
grounds forcelebration. After years of pean theater , one tharcan act quickly
murdering its own citizens and men- with minimum casualties to its troops
acing much of the globe , the Soviet and minimal costs , the member states

collapsed.
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totalitarians in Russia and Eastern of NATO will likely support actions
Europe are out of power and nedgling which stem or quash eruptions of vio-

democratic republics are replacing
them. A few years back

lence.
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former Warsaw
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Clinton administrament
and
capitaltion has seen fit to
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notions of political economy. According to Fukuyama, three former Soviet saiellite states,

all states would become democratic Poland , the Czech Republic and Hunrepublics of some sort and this might gary, beginning in 1999. This is a wise
well usher in an era of peace and maneuver , for it offers the prize of
NATO membership to former com-

cooperation.

In retrospect, Fukuyama s specu- munist states which create democratic
lations look grossly overblown. One capitalist institutions. As long as
who
might even claim that the victory of NATO absorbs ney.' members, '
the United States over the Soviets was show themselves to be committed to

Pyrrhic , a victory gained at ruinous NATO' s values and do so at a modest
loss. For in the days of the Cold War, pace, NATO won t become a Tower
excepting the Cuban - Missile Crisis, of Babel incapable of concerted milithe world was a relatively stable place. tary action , like the United Nations.
The United' Statesknew who its en- The UnitedStates oughtlo avoid
emics were and had a feel for just what the extreme measur~s proffered by
they might or might not do. Now , the some pundits. While Peter Rodman
National Interest wants
bipolar world is a weird blend of uni- editor of the
polarity and multi polarity. While the NATO to offer membership to all
United States is the mightiest power former Soviet states including Russia,
on the globe , there are both new states the late Francois Minerand thought
(China and India)andold powers (Russia and Germany) who possess a great

that NATO ought to dissolve itself.

being replaced by a fighting force

states.
sorts of havoc if they pleased. And that Steering the middle course, the United
says nothing of the possibility of war States should work to keep NATO as
-breaking out between the smaller Eu- the primary mililary force in Westernropean- and Mediterranean states. For Europe. As such it serves U. S. interest
years the natK:Jns of the former Yugo- by keeping a forward presence against
slavia slaughtered each other. Greece - Russia and the rest of central Asia.
and Turkey have been rattling swords NATO can also serve well as a forum
deal of muscle and could wreak all drawn only from European

over Cyprus. And Poland cannot be for. states to address shared security

particularly comfortable with the re- concerns. With her awesome military

unification of Germany. forces , the U. S.

offers to European

That said, the United States need states the muscle they presently lack
nOl long for the Halcyon days of the and would need 10 buy- were they to try
Cold War. Rather, it needs to rethink to police themselves.
its major foreign policy apparatus: Finally, a U . led NATO coun terNATO. First , the United States needs acts the growing tendency of region alto rework the mission of NATO. The ism. In a nut , regionalism is the i nteSoviet superpower is gone, now what? gration of some geographically coniguousstaesmo
Clearly, Russiai"
spite its economic woes and cies. Agreements such as the North

st

the partial collapse of its conventional American Free Trade Alliance and
military forces, Russiacan still project European Monetary Union (to say
its power. It' s foolish to imagine that nothing of European Union) are maniBoris will necessarily be succeeded by festations of and a further spur to the
someone. Though this author doubts splitting up of the globe into a few

large confederacies of states which
power , Boris cannot stay forever. His presumably will compete with one
militarily.
health is s~aky and there are potential anot~conomically ifnot
successors who dr.\:am,- of regaining/ Keeping the U. S. and Europe s secuterritories lost with the dissolution of rity measures merged keeps America
and Europe engaged imdeven friendly.
NATO needs to continue to keep Here s to the end of the Cold War

that Russia will do so with Yeltsin in

the USSR.

an eye on Russia. BtJlthe West cannot and

the dawn of

nuvas urdu seclorum.

treat Russia as a hostile state. The last With a slightly re- tooled and U. led
thing the United States or Europe wants NATO, both. America , Europe , and
is for Russia to feel isolated and ally even Russia can enjoy a new age of
with China. Clinton was wise to sign a peaceful cooperation and the end of
friendship treaty with Russia this past large scaie armed connic!.
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